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• Growth history of structures

Both are reflected in the shear statistics, e.g. 
shear correlation function:
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...and can learn about growth from peculiar velocities.
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Modified Gravities

Examples: 

• DGP: 5D braneworld model

• f(R): Modify action to include function 
of Ricci scalar R 
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Constraints

The growth rate can be well measured, and strongly 
distinguished from GR for a simple brane-world

Beynon, 
et al 10

Spectra don’t help much (except for 
catastrophic photo-zs and systematics)
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e.g. Zhao et al 2010

With modified 
metric

We can examine

Calculate probe models with 
corresponding modified expansion and 

growth
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WL + PV
Use a related parameterization:

Affects PV via

Divergence of velocity

Dominates MG effect on WL



WL + PV
Initial constraints from CFHTLS + 

SDSS DR7 LRGs:



WL + PV

z0 1

Song et al
2010

Initial constraints from CFHTLS + 
SDSS DR7 LRGs:
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Do much better with DES+DESpec:

Assumed 3 z bins for lensing,
6 z bins for PV up to z=1.2

2000 per sq deg for PV;
same n(z) profile asWL

Varying
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Another, very 
challenging, approach:

Estimate from
a distance indicator (DI)

+ a cosmology
DI: SNe where available; 

Tully Fisher;
Fundamental Plane 

Many systematic error issues;
~20% error on distance for one galaxy 

(e.g. Bernardi et al 03)

Can try to estimate
radial PV from
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Why it would be great
Obtain noisy velocity maps

Convert into maps of       via maximum 
likelihood mapping code

Compare with maps of                   given by lensing

ie a spatially resolved comparison of the 2 gravitational 
potentials! (c.f. the impact of the Bullet Cluster)

Include weak priors on the power spectrum 
and mass tending to follow light
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Compare with 
3D lensing map

Now doing full analysis with N-body simulations.

Example with DES/DESpec errors:

PV WL1014 Msun Cluster
at z=0.2
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Conclusions

PV DESpec +WL DES allow greatly improved constraints 
on modified gravity parameters;

We could try to make and compare       and        maps.


